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What will talk about today

• What sort of paper should I 
write?

• How to write an abstract
• How to write a title
• How to choose your keywords
• Some basics of good writing



Deciding on your 
approach

• Is it data driven? 
• Have you some research you wish to present?
• Need to describe the study, how it was conducted and the 

significance of the results.

• Is it a methods paper? 
• Do you wish to introduce a new method?
• Need to explain what it is, how it works and what it’s good for
• And how it’s different 

• Is it a theory paper? 
• Do you wish to refine or extend existing theory?
• Critique an existing theory?
• Argue for new theory?

From: Rugg and Petre (2003) Ch7, Unwritten Rules of PhD Research



Analyse the writing of the 
journals you are targetting

• Scan the abstracts
• Which words/phrases commonly used?
• Scan other sections: how are they 

structured? 
• Select two types of paper: 

• one that's the type of paper you can use as a 
model for yours

• one that you can cite in your paper.



Sections of 
a journal 
article



The abstract: Definition

An abstract summarises,  in one 
paragraph of approx. 300 
words, the main aspects of the 
article: 
1. the overall purpose of the 

study
2. its basic design 
3. the major findings 
4. a brief summary of the 

conclusions.



Qualities of an 
abstract

Uses the article’s structure
• –Reports the purpose, method, findings, 

conclusions of the paper. 

It flows logically
• –Provides logical connections between 

the parts of the abstract.

Adds nothing new
• –Summarizes the paper - doesn’t add 

any new material.



From: The Writing Center, Univ of Wisconsin

https://writing.wisc.edu/handbook/assignments/writing-an-abstract-for-your-research-paper/


From: The Writing Center, Univ of Wisconsin

https://writing.wisc.edu/handbook/assignments/writing-an-abstract-for-your-research-paper/


Writing

This article analyses two interactions between journalists and their public relations sources 
captured on video during ethnographic fieldwork in newsrooms in New Zealand. Through 
analysis of verbal and non-verbal actions, the paper demonstrates the mixture of 
resentment, distrust and need that characterises journalists’ relations with public relations 
practitioners (PRPs). It highlights journalists’ increasing difficulties in accessing information, 
even in publicly funded organisations, without going through public relations 
spokespeople. We already know this is problematic for the quality of the news product. 
However, this research provides new evidence that it may also be problematic at an 
individual level for journalists and PRPs, requiring them to adopt a working mode of 
opacity and duplicity in their dealings. The paper provides empirical evidence of the 
practice of what a PRP told the researcher was “telling the truth to journalists, but telling it 
rather creatively”, and how it manifests in actual interactions, both written and verbal.

Aim

Method

Main 
argument

Previous
research



A simple outline 

Start with these sentences: 
o Aim (“This paper explores….”) 

o Main argument (“In this paper we argue 
that….”) 

o Method (“The study was conducted….”) 

o What’s new? (“this paper contributes to 
the debates on….”)



Writing = reverse outlining

• Group the main ideas of each section of the 
paper into a single sentence

• You should end up up with five-six sentences 
aligned to the:

• Purpose

• Context

• Methods

• Findings

• Discussion-Conclusion



The power of verbs



Don’t Include

• Lengthy background information
• Abbreviations, jargon or terms that 

may be confusing to the reader
• Any sort of image, illustration, figure 

or table
• The title of the paper
• Normally don’t include references



A good title

• Condenses the paper’s content in a few 
words
• Captures the readers’ attention
• Differentiates the paper from other papers 

of the same subject area
• It is the first thing journal editors and 

reviewers see



• Keep it simple, short and attractive
• Approx. 10 – 12 words long
• Include all essential information about your paper
• The title should include relevant descriptive 

keywords
• Never use a full-stop at the end of the title
----
• Avoid: Effects of social media advertising on 

schoolchildren: study of multicentre mixed group
• Better: Interactional effects of social media 

advertising on schoolchildren: an ethnographic 
study



Five steps
1. Ask yourself these questions

• What is my paper about
• What design did I use
• Who or what did I study
• What were the results

2. List keywords from your answers in step one
• Social media advertising
• Ethnography
• Schoolchildren in three schools in Auckland
• There was an interactional effect

3. Use these keywords to create a sentence
• This study is an ethnographic study that investigates whether social 

media advertising aimed at children and seen by schoolchildren in 
three schools in Auckland had an interactional effect; it reports 
that it had an isolating effect



Five steps
4. Create a working title

• Delete all repetitive or unnecessary words from the sentence
• This study is an ethnographic study that investigates whether 

social media advertising aimed at children and seen by 
schoolchildren in three schools in Auckland had an 
interactional effect; it reports that it had an isolating effect

• Word count - 16

5. Create a final title
• Start polishing. Delete all information that is not essential
• An ethnographic study of social media advertising aimed at 

schoolchildren had an interactional effect
• Turn it around for more effect:
• Interactional effects of social media advertising on 

schoolchildren: an ethnographic study
• Word count - 10



Keywords
• Read the paper and list down terms used 

repeatedly
• Include main topic areas
• Include also key terms such as methods 

and theories used
• Think whether variants of terms need to 

be included
• Try to include between three and five 

keywords, although there is no set limit.



Summary
• An abstract is a short intensive 

summary of an article.

• It should explain the purpose and 
the results of the research.

• The title should summarise the 
article and capture the reader’s 
attention.

• The keywords should capture the 
main aspects of the paper.

• In order to write a good abstract 
and title and choose appropriate 
keywords, you should write your 
whole paper first.


